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Abstract
Identity documents recognition is far beyond classical optical character recognition problems.
Automated ID document recognition systems are tasked not only with the extraction of editable
and transferable data but with performing identity validation and preventing fraud, with an increasingly high cost of error. A significant amount of research is directed to the creation of ID analysis
systems with a specific focus for a subset of document types, or a particular mode of image acquisition, however, one of the challenges of the modern world is an increasing demand for identity
document recognition from a wide variety of image sources, such as scans, photos, or video
frames, as well as in a variety of virtually uncontrolled capturing conditions. In this paper, we describe the scope and context of identity document analysis and recognition problem and its challenges; analyze the existing works on implementing ID document recognition systems; and set a
task to construct a unified framework for identity document recognition, which would be applicable for different types of image sources and capturing conditions, as well as scalable enough to
support large number of identity document types. The aim of the presented framework is to serve
as a basis for developing new methods and algorithms for ID document recognition, as well as for
far more heavy challenges of identity document forensics, fully automated personal authentication
and fraud prevention.
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Introduction
OCR and document image analysis
Currently, Optical Character Recognition, or OCR, is
a widespread term, but it is rather ambiguous. It originally denoted the problem of isolated character recognition:
determining which character from a predefined alphabet
is depicted in the provided image region. According to
Eikvil [1], the first implementations of such recognizers
were able to deal only with a single alphabet typed with a
single specific font. The recognizers capable of handling
multiple fonts and alphabets were highly desirable and
appeared later, in the mid-sixties. Evidently, the focus of
interest was not typically in recognition of isolated characters, but in the words or text fragments. Here, the importance of language models stepped in and the complexity of recognizers greatly increased. The path from the
words recognition to whole page processing and layout
analysis was short too. At that point, many page-by-page
applications were in use, such as digitization of books or
papers, check processing or postal recognition. The next
step was to process structured documents: bank forms,
invoices, questionnaires, tables, and many others. Thus, a
consideration of the full document context became essential, and a field of Document Image Analysis has been established. It relates to many disciplines, such as image
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processing, pattern recognition, language theory and attracts a lot of attention. A consolidated source of this domain expertise is a volume edited by D. Doermann
and K. Tombre [2].To sum it up, at the present time the
term OCR mainly refers to a document image analysis
technology that enables to transform various types of
whole documents into transferable, editable and searchable data, thus defining a process that is far beyond original isolated characters recognition.
Among the rich variety of document types, identity
documents play a crucial role. Many OCR systems are either tweaked, fine-tuned, or specifically designed to process these kinds of documents because a lot of specific
information must be taken into account during their
recognition and analysis. Such systems rely both on classical computer vision and document image analysis
methods, as well as on recent advances in machine learning and deep learning-based methods.
The task of identity documents processing is complicated by a lot of issues (see fig. 1), not only related to the
OCR, but to additional requirements often set for identity
analysis systems, such as the requirements for validating
and authenticating a document; the issues related to the
different input sources and their characteristics; as well as
various target devices on which such system should be
executed. In this work, we will consider the issues facing
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the identity documents recognition systems and explore
the possibility of constructing a unified framework which
would be capable of addressing them in a cohesive way.
Many document types
and templates,
with new ones
added regularly

Requirement for deep
analysis: digital
document forensics,
security features

Scarcity of publicly
available datasets
and document
specifications

Requirements for
anomalies detection,
authenticity validation
and fraud prevention

Multitude of languages,
alphabets, and specific
document features
which impact OCR

Real time
presentation
analysis

Identity documents
analysis and
recognition

Flatbed and sheetfed
scanners

Server-side
execution

Photos captured
using mobile devices
or webcams

Desktop machines
and workstations

Special scanners
(including scanners with
multiple spectral bands)

POS terminals,
self-service kiosks

Video sequences

Mobile devices

Fig. 1. Identity documents analysis and recognition problem,
and the issues facing identity document processing systems

Recognition of identity documents
An identity document (ID document) is any document
that can be used to confirm its owner's person and to
prove their identity. Among the document fields, it has to
contain various details about the person. The most common are the person's full name, birth date, address, identification number, gender, photo and an image of the personal
signature. Some of these details are directly printed on the
document, some may be represented in the machinereadable zone (MRZ) [3], [4] or encoded in a barcode form.
Examples of identity documents are presented in fig. 2.
In general, ID documents can have a rather simple
layout, especially if it does not contain many fields – an
example could be custom identity badges that are issued
by employers to their employees. However, in some areas, the ID documents are required to be more complex
due to security concerns. Government-issued ID is often
equipped with visual security elements and special nonvisible tags such as RFID (Radio-frequency identification) or microchips with biometric data [5]. The emission
of such documents is strictly regulated by governmental
and executive organizations. A unique national identification number is usually assigned to a person and is em-
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bedded into the document, often alongside some biometric information, such as iris or a fingerprint [6], or
with codes to access national biometric databases, as in
the case of India's Aadhaar document [7].
The most common format of an identity document is
an ID card, which corresponds in physical dimensions to
a regular bank card. There is a series of international
standards describing the characteristics of such documents, for instance, ISO / IEC 7810:2003 [8], which provides requirements for the physical features of an identity
card. These standards became necessary due to widespread ID cards usage in multiple countries and are aimed
to unify their characteristics and facilitate their processing. Another important identity document format is a
passport or a travel document. Passports are usually issued in the form of a booklet, often equipped with embedded microchips for machine reading.
The amount of different identity documents issued
around the world, naturally, is very vast. Special databases with examples of ID documents are collected and
some are publicly available, such as the Public Register
of Authentic identity and travel Documents Online
(PRADO) [9]. However, only a portion of the total ID
document variety can be found there. Moreover, many
countries are subdivided into regions or states which are
allowed to issue their own sets of document variations.
For instance, each state of the United States of America
issues a custom driver's license document and an American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators
(AAMVA) has to take care of their unification and control [10]. Besides, identity documents are changing from
time to time due to renewed design and enhanced security
requirements.
The scope of usage for automated systems for ID
document data entry, from the industry perspective,
could be divided into three main case groups. The first
group is related to “offline” ID document processing
automation. Here, the physical presence of a person
together with their ID document is obligatory and the
identity verification is carried out by trained staff or an
operator. Examples of such cases are the offline opening of a bank account, receiving medical service, registration at a hotel desk, etc. A significant subset of such
cases comprises variations of physical standardized
access control systems in places where access is restricted or strictly regulated (government buildings,
warehouses, etc.). ID document recognition systems
allow to speed up identity document data entry and
verification and facilitate more efficient service provision and queue management.
The second group is remote identity verification,
which is a rapidly growing field in many areas of customer service. This group includes online banking, financial services, insurance services, remote government service, Know Your Customer (KYC) procedures, and much
more. The physical presence of a person is no longer required, and the human operator either is eliminated or
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performs verification through digital channels. Remote ID
document verification makes the process more comfortable
for many clients, however, at the same time, it raises additional challenges for the ID recognition systems, as well as
security and privacy concerns. To pass an authentication step
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it is not enough to simply recognize the data from an ID
document, but possible attempts at ID fraud should be detected and prevented. With the growing spread of remote ID
document processing in a broad range of services, the cost of
false identification becomes very high.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2. Example image of identity documents: (a) Albanian ID card (2004); (b) French ID card (2021);
(c) Serbian passport (2008). Images taken from WikiMedia Commons, each is in public domain according
to the copyright laws of the corresponding issuing countries as being parts of the official regulation

The third group of cases deals with traveler documents, and it combines the features of the first two. Global international travel ought to be monitored by government services, with officials from various countries
checking and validating ID documents issued in other
countries. Passing the border control, boarding an airplane, train, or other types of transport, is almost universally accompanied by the necessity to prove the passenger identity, and remote identification processes are introduced in such use cases as well. A large flow of travellers with ID documents from all over the world must be
serviced quickly, thus the format of ID documents eligible
for usage during international travel is strictly regulated.
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The International Civil Aviation Organization Traveller
Identification Programme (ICAO TRIP) was introduced
specifically in order to enhance and regulate every aspect
of traveller identification strategy [11]. It comprises five
elements: credible evidence of identity; design and manufacture of standardized machine-readable travel documents; document issuance and control; inspection systems
and tools; and interoperable applications that provide for
quick, secure and reliable operations.
Every citizen holds several identity documents, each
serving different purposes. The automatic identity document recognition systems ought to be prepared to process
the enormous amount of document types to be scalable
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and usable within multiple processes. The total number of
ID document types worldwide is hard to estimate exactly,
remote identification service providers report their support of 3500 – 6500 types of documents [12 – 14]. Thus,
the design of an automatic ID document recognition systems is constrained by the vast number of target document layouts, languages, national specifics, changes in
document appearance, as well as unavailability of training data – personal information stored in such documents
can not generally be published for these purposes due to
privacy and security concerns. In addition, progress in
image capturing devices, new types of optical scanners
and digital cameras, push the recognition systems to support more and more different types of image capture
methods, as well as more challenging uncontrolled capturing conditions. Another aspect of identity document processing systems is the device they are executed on: while
server-side systems and systems oriented on regular desktop
machines and workstations do not lose their wide applicability, identity document processing has also became relevant
when executed on low-end point of service terminals and
mobile devices, where the computational power is severely
limited, while transfer of images could be undesirable or impossible. Thus, it becomes apparent that it is necessary to
formulate and formalize the methods and approaches to
identity documents analysis and recognition in order to facilitate both theoretical research and practical implementation
of modern, robust, and scalable recognition systems.
Related works
The task of automatic data extraction from images of
identity documents became a topic of research in the early 2000s, in order to facilitate more efficient data entry
and verification of personal information in such cases as
checking-in in a hotel, boarding an airplane, and more
[15]. While at first the major mode of input were flatbed
and specialized scanners, camera-based document recognition also became the topic of study in the last 10 years [16]
due to a wide spread of portable cameras and mobile devices such as smartphones. In recent years, a number of
works have been published which describe systems and
frameworks for identity documents recognition.
In [15] the task of identity cards recognition from images obtained using a flatbed scanner was proposed. The
document was detected and deskewed in an image using
Hough transform, and the document type identification
was performed using colour histogram classification.
Text detection was performed using connected components analysis, and OCR was performed given binarized
text images, followed by post-processing with geometric
and linguistic context.
Works [17, 18], and [19] describe systems for recognition of Indonesian identity cards. The workflow described in [17] is targeted on camera-captured documents,
its processing steps include scaling, greyscaling and binarization of the document images, extracting of the text areas using connected component analysis, histogram-
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based per-character segmentation of text lines and template-based OCR. In [18] the characters of Indonesian
identity cards were recognized using CNNs (Convolutional Neural Networks) and SVMs (Support Vector Machines) with pre-processing. The system described in [19]
includes smoothing as one of the image pre-processing
steps, morphological operations for text fields detection
and uses Tesseract [20] for text line recognition. A similar workflow is described in [21] with regards to the camera-based recognition of various identity documents of Italy, however as a pre-processing step for document detection and identification vertices detection and analysis is
used with CNN-based document type classification.
Works [22] and [23] describe systems for Vietnamese
identity documents text fields detection and recognition.
The pre-processing steps in [23] include greyscaling, tilt
correction, smoothing and binarization, and the text fields
are separately detected with ID card number detection on
the one side of the document, and table structure analysis
for the other side. Image pre-processing step in [22] include preliminary projective alignment of the cameracaptured document using corner detection, corner classification, and geometric heuristics, SSD Mobilenet V2
[24] was used for text detection and Attention OCR architecture [25] was used for text lines recognition.
Papers [26, 27] and [28] describe systems of identity
documents recognition with a focus on Chinese identity
cards in a camera-based setting. The systems feature tilt
correction using Hough transform, document image preprocessing steps such as brightness adjustment and greyscaling, projections and morphology-based text detection
and text recognition using CNNs [26, 27] or templatebased and SVM-based OCR [28]. Document type identification described in [26] also uses national emblem detection using AdaBoost-trained detection over Haar features.
The paper [29] describe a system for identity document analysis evaluated on ID cards of Colombia. The
target goal of the described workflow is authentication of
the ID card, and it includes deep learning-based background removal, corners and contours detection for projective alignment, checking of brightness and color coherence and aggregation greyscale histogram, face location, connected colour components and structural similarity markers for document authentication.
A crucial issue related to the research of new methods and algorithms for identity document processing is
the availability of public datasets. Since identity documents contain personal information, the existence of
a public dataset of real documents is impossible. Thus,
to facilitate reproducible scientific research, a number
of synthetic datasets of identity documents were developed in recent years and continue to be published.
These include the Mobile Identity Document Video dataset family (MIDV) [30 – 32], which contain video
clips of 50 identity document samples obtained from
public sources and captured in various conditions, and
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Brazilian Identity Document Dataset (BID Dataset)
[33], which consists of images of Brazilian ID documents with blurred personal data and populated with
synthetically generated fields. Some datasets were prepared to target specifically the task of identity document detection, such as LRDE Identity Document Image Database (LRDE IDID) [34], and more broadly
targeted datasets of the document analysis community,
such as the ones from SmartDoc family [35] feature
examples of identity documents.
While the methods used to perform the individual
processing steps differ from system to system, the general
composition and ideas are shared. A typical composition
of such identity document recognition system consists of
the following steps (see fig. 3):

1) pre-processing of an input image. This step includes
general image pre-processing steps, such as
downscaling or colour scheme conversions, background removal, detection of contours, edges, and
corners, or semantic segmentation;
2) preparation of the document image. This includes
geometric rectification (tilt correction, projective
restoration), brightness adjustments, etc.;
3) extraction of text fields and other important elements of identity documents, such as the photo of a
face;
4) text fields pre-processing (such as binarization and
skew correction), per-character segmentation,
recognition and post-processing using language
models.

Fig. 3. General scheme of the identity document recognition pipeline

Beyond OCR
The task of ID document processing within automated
systems is not limited only to text fields recognition. In
addition to data extraction, an important aspect of identity
processing is the validation of the document authenticity – determining whether a document is genuine or counterfeit or at least detecting anomalies in the images of the
documents, which would indicate possibly malicious intent. These issues become more urgent in relation to the
domain of remote identification and given the availability
of a multitude of tools that allow to alter images or physical documents. This problem belongs to the field of digital image and document forensics, which is a subject of a
separate branch of research [36 – 39]. In general, the tasks
for digital document image forensics could be divided into three groups.
The first type of tasks is to confirm that the provided
document contains the security features determined by its
specification. The taxonomy of such features alongside
some examples are described in PRADO's glossary [40].
The list includes such features as coloured security fibres,
rainbow colouring, guilloche, holograms, bleeding inks,
etc. The lack of these features helps to reveal illicit usage
of fake documents or photocopied versions of fraudulently obtained real documents. Some security features, such
as holographic security elements, may require video processing for reliable analysis [41]. Other features, such as
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coloured security fibres, may require high quality of
source images or specific illumination for their successful
detection [42].
The second group of tasks is related to the identification and validation of the image source. A remarkable example of impersonation attacks during remote identification is a presentation of recaptured images of an ID document. There is extensive research on this topic and several approaches to recaptured images detection [43, 44].
Advanced image editing software made the task of document image editing or tampering almost trivial. Through
these tools, a problem of image region copy-pasting detection became important for ID documents analysis.
Some methods designed to detect such attacks are presented in [45, 46]. Another approach that is used to validate document image source is estimation and control of
lighting [47].
The third group of tasks deal with document content
analysis in order to reveal data manipulation. ID document
designers often introduce data duplication which can help to
cross-check important textual fields and validate their correctness. Some document fields such as MRZ contain check
digits [3] which should be verified. The usage of specific
fonts, such as OCR-B [48] is required in many document
types and therefore it is possible to validate font characteristics during document image analysis.
Many ID documents contain a photograph of the
document holder's face. Forensic face matching is a
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technology aiming to compare the person's face with
the one depicted on their ID. The technology has been
known for a long period [49], however the recent advances in face recognition domain made it much more
practical. A review of forensic face matching is presented in the paper [50].
Given the multitude of security features used to manufacture ID documents and an increasing number of potential ways of attacking the presentation of ID document
within identification processes, a high-end ID recognition
system today is virtually inconceivable without application of digital image forensics methods.
Towards a unified framework
The published works on the composition of identity
documents recognition, for the most part, consider a subset of identity document types (most commonly the types
of one specific country); focus on a single particular type
of input data (only scanned images, or only camera-based
photographs) or imply a specific mode of system’s execution; or do not target additional tasks of ID document image analysis, such as document forensics, anomaly detection and authenticity validation. In the paper [51], an
identity documents recognition system is described which
additionally considers the recognition in a video stream,
with a per-frame combination of accumulated information. This article extends and revises the ideas of the
system presented in [51], and sets a goal of developing a
unified framework for identity document recognition and
analysis, which would be applicable for multiple modes
of image capture, such as scans, photos, or sequences of
video frames; rise to the challenges of scalability; and
serve as a basis for developing new methods and algorithms for solving not only the recognition problems but
also more sophisticated challenges of identity document
image forensics, automated personal authentication and
fraud prevention.
1. Input characteristics
Let us consider the task of identity documents recognition with respect to the way the input image (or images)
are produced.

Fig. 4. Examples of identity document images captured
using a flatbed scanner [32]
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Scanners
Traditionally documents are digitized using various
types of scanners, such as flatbed, sheet-fed, or specialized ones [15, 52]. The flatbed scanners are used to capture identity document images in a lot of corporate and
governmental use cases, where the time required to capture the image is less important than the cost of the required hardware. Flatbed scanners are usually designed to
be able to scan documents with standard page sizes (such
as B5, A4 or US Letter), thus the resulting image is typically larger than required for identity document processing. A comparatively small identity document (such
as an ID card or passport) could be arbitrarily shifted or
rotated in an image obtained using a flatbed scanner, as
the strict compliance with document positioning on the
part of the user is hardly enforceable. A class of specialized small-scale flatbed scanners designed for identity
documents exists [53], however even using the smallscale scanners the document could still be shifted or
slightly rotated when placed on the scanning surface.
Thus, even the use of small-scale flatbed scanners does
not change the geometric model, only imposes some additional constraints.
Sheet-fed scanners are typically used for batch scanning of multiple separated pages. They offer increased
scanning speed, however are rarely applicable for the task
of identity document processing. A separate class of
sheet-fed scanners exists [54] which are designed to process identity cards and driving licences, however, the
time required to produce a high-resolution image for such
scanners is comparable with their flatbed analogues. Although, an important advantage of sheet-fed scanners is
their ability to scan both sides of the card-like document.
Book-like identity documents, such as passports, can not,
in general, be captured using sheet-fed scanners, due to a
risk of damaging the document.
For scanning identity documents in such cases as access control systems, border control applications, ticket
sales kiosks or self-service kiosks for purchasing agerestricted products, a class of specialized identity document scanners is designed [52], [55 – 57]. The main motivation for this class is to reduce the time required to acquire the document image, while retaining the high resolution and provide additional functionality, such as reading an RFID chip containing biometric information, capturing infrared document images, or images under ultraviolet light (see fig. 5). Such specialized scanners are typically using a camera which allows to quickly obtain a
high-resolution photo of a document with controlled
lighting conditions. The camera could either point directly at the scanning surface, point at it through an angled
mirror, or have an angular skew, depending on the particular method of minimizing the effect of highlights, glares,
and data obstruction due to the holographic layer.
Though the size-scanning surface of the specialized
scanners usually corresponds to the size of the target
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identity document, some minor shifts and rotations are
still possible, in the same way as with small-scale flatbed
scanners mentioned above. Thus, the geometric model
stays the same as with flatbed and small-scale sheetfed
scanners, and the general characteristics of the document
detection location problem do not change, only the capturing method does.

(a)

(b)
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Photographs
Global leap in communications and mobile technologies and the increased demand for fast and convenient
provision of services, such as government, banking, insurance, and others, have led to the requirement to process images of documents remotely, with their images
captured by end-users and uploaded for processing. Not
all end-users have instant access to scanners, whereas
mobile cameras are readily and almost universally available, and the quality of such cameras allow to obtain images of documents of sufficient quality, that is, enough at
least for human analysis.
This trend led to a requirement for automatic document analysis and recognition systems to support photo
inputs [17, 21, 26]. The complications of such input, in
comparison with a scanned image, are quite numerous.
Firstly, with a scanned image the background is typically
homogeneous, whereas the photo could be made on an
arbitrary one (see fig. 6). Different and uncontrolled
background may prove to be an obstacle for precise detection and location of the document, especially if it is
cluttered, has many high contrast lines or local regions, or
has text which could be confused with parts of the document by the detection algorithm. The second important
complication is uncontrolled lighting conditions. Images
obtained from flatbed or sheet-fed scanners are always
uniformly illuminated, specialized scanners typically
have an integrated lighting system designed to control the
illumination of the captured image, whereas the usercaptured photo could have weak and inconsistent illumination, be over or underexposed [58]. Inconsistent lighting could present problems for the detection and location
of the document on the photo, as well as for document
layout analysis, text recognition, and other components of
the automated document analysis system [31, 59]. Another serious problem with document images captured using
cameras are the possibility of them being out of focus
[60, 61], or containing motion blur [62].

(c)
Fig. 5. Example of a (fake) identity document captured
using a specialized scanner in three bands:
(a) visible light, (b) infrared, and (c) ultraviolet

It is worth noting that one of the important problems
which could present itself for a document recognition system, which deals with scanned images, is that the image resolution with respect to the captured document is not always
known. For integrated systems, where image processing
software and capturing hardware are both controlled components, the image resolution is known and regulated,
whereas if the input images are obtained remotely, or preprocessed by an uncontrolled party (such as in the case of
images uploaded by a remote operator or an end-user or a
service), the scale might be unknown in advance.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. Examples of identity document photos capturing
using a smartphone [32]

Perhaps the most important distinction between images
obtained using scanners and cameras is the geometric position of the document in an image. As was mentioned above,
a small-scale document, such as an ID card or a driving li-
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cence, could be rotated or shifted in an image obtained using
a scanner, which limits the family of geometric transformations of a document to a subset of affine ones. If the document is captured using a web camera or a mobile device
camera, the document could be rotated along the three Euler
angles with respect to the optical system. This could be done
both unintentionally and intentionally, for example, in an effort to prevent highlights on a reflective document surface. If
a camera is regarded within a pinhole model, the family of
possible geometric transformations of the document is now a
subset of projective ones, which significantly complicates
the task of precise document location [63, 64]. There could
be even several projective transformations for different parts
of the document in a single image, such as in the case of
capturing both pages of a book-like document, e.g. a passport (see Fig. 7a).
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From the scene geometry point of view, the video
stream input has the same characteristics as single photos
captured using a camera – the document could be arbitrarily positioned in the frame, and rotated along the three
Euler angles with respect to the optical system. The document could be placed against an arbitrary and uncontrolled background, be inconsistently illuminated or blurry [31]. The geometric characteristics of the scene, along
with such image properties as blur, lighting, presence of
highlights, and others, could change from frame to frame.
The addition of a temporal axis to the document recognition system input introduces redundancy, which could be
exploited in order to increase the automatic analysis quality. Besides, if a video is regarded as a visual representation of an identification document instead of a single image, it can now be used to identify document elements
that could hardly be detectable in a single image: holographic security elements and other optically variable devices (OVDs) [41]. Processing of multiple video frames,
with the analysis of changes between the consecutive
frames, is the only way, almost by definition, of accurately detecting the OVDs and distinguishing them from simple printed color regions of the document.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 7. Example photographs of Russian internal passport:
(a) book-like spread, (b) warped page

Since the parameters of the camera lens could be unknown, the document images could also be affected with
radial distortion [65]. Finally, if the document itself is not
rigid, it may be subject to deformations of the document’s
medium itself, such as bending of paper pages of a passport (see fig. 7b).
Videostream
The usage of web cameras and mobile devices for
capturing images of documents led to another mode of
input data acquisition – using a sequence of video frames,
or a video stream, instead of a single photo [35]. One of
the considerations for using a video stream as an input is
that it makes the input more resistant to tampering, as the
video is harder to falsify in comparison with a single uploaded image, especially if the document analysis procedure is performed in real-time. From a document analysis
and recognition perspective, using multiple input images
of the same object presents several advantages: filtering
and refinement techniques could now be employed for
improving object detection and location accuracy [32,
66], the so-called “super-resolution” techniques [67]
could be employed for obtaining images of higher quality, and text recognition results could be improved by
means of accumulating per-frame recognition results in a
single most reliable one [68]. Fig. 8 presents examples of
video frames of an ID document.

Fig. 8. Examples of video frames of an identity
document capture, with changing scene from frame to frame

Recognition in 2D, 3D, and 4D
Having described the problem of identity document
analysis with respect to the types of graphical input it receives, we can formulate an intuitive classification of the
document recognition problem variations. Based on the input type the task can be roughly described as either “2D”,
”3D”, or “4D” document recognition (see fig. 9).
The task of “2D” recognition deals with input images
typically obtained using scanners and besides the common subtasks of visual document elements identification,
layout analysis, text fields recognition, etc., it needs to
deal with sometimes unknown image resolution, along
with arbitrary shift and rotation of the document in an
image. If the document image is obtained using a web
camera or a camera of a mobile device, instead of analyzing a scanning surface the system has to analyze a threedimensional scene, where the document has to be found
taking into account projective transformations, possible
non-linear distortions, and arbitrary background (“3D”
recognition). Further document analysis methods need to
deal with possible defocus, blur, inconsistent or inade-
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quate illumination, and highlights on the reflective surface of the document. Finally, if the input consists not of
a single image, but rather a sequence of video frames, the
document needs to be tracked in time (“4D” recognition),
with regards to changing capturing conditions. However,
the visual information redundancy may be exploited in order to increase the reliability of the document analysis and
recognition results, and the changing conditions may be
utilized to detect and analyze optical variable devices,
which are extensively used for identity document security.

Fig. 9. Problems and features of “2D”, “3D”, and “4D”
identity document recognition systems

It is worth mentioning that there are specific cases
that could be tricky to classify with such descriptions of
“2D”, “3D”, and “4D” document recognition systems.
One example of such case is specialized video scanners
[56] which use multiple frames in a “2D” setting and exploit the differences between the input images (originating from small re-positioning of the document on the
scanning surface, or simply from a digital noise) to combine the per-frame results and improve the recognition
accuracy. However, since the purpose of this paper is to
construct a unified framework for an identity document
analysis and recognition system which could encompass
all of the described problem variations, the provided classification is sensible.
With different modes of acquiring input images or
video frames, different models of a geometric position of
the document and different sets of complications, such as
the presence of blur, highlights, unconstrained lighting,
etc., the actual target of the recognition – the identity
document – remains the same, in terms of its structure
and content. Hence, a universal framework for automatic
data extraction from identity documents is needed, which
would take into account the specifics of the target documents and would be applicable for different capturing
modes. The individual components of such framework
and their interrelation should allow for supporting a multitude of identity document types, and by richer specification of individual components it should be possible to add
sophisticated document analysis methods, such as image
forensics, into the processing pipeline.
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a fixed layout, captured from a variety of input sources.
The section is organized as follows: firstly, we define
what is meant by “document” within the proposed
framework; secondly, general composition of the proposed framework and its components is provided, with
the description of their utility in the scope of “2D”, “3D”,
and “4D” document recognition modes.
Documents with fixed layout
An identity document is a physical object, designed
and issued by a legitimate authority according to a predefined set of rules and regulations, which purpose is to carry identification information of a specific person. From
the perspective of a recognition system, a document is regarded as a logical entity comprising a set of named
fields and elements, each with a clear semantic meaning.
The basic high-level component of visual document representation is denoted as a “template” – a planar rectangular document page distinguishable by its static elements, such as background, immutable text, fiducial elements, national emblems, etc., as well as their positions
on the page [69]. A class of documents with fixed layouts
(in some literature referred to as semi-structured documents [70]) is characterized by the following three properties of their templates:
1) The positions and appearance of static template elements do not change between instances of the same
template;
2) The positions and appearance of static elements of a
template differ from those belonging to the other
templates of the same document type, as well as
from those belonging to other document types, and
thus can be used to uniquely identify the template
and the document type it represents;
3) The template defines the set of data objects (such as
text fields) that can be extracted from the image of
the template, along with the information of their locations and structure.
Fig. 10 shows as an example the main spread of the
Russian national passport, which is used as the main
identification document in the Russian Federation, composed of two rectangular templates.

2. Proposed framework
In this section, we will describe a novel framework
for the automatic recognition of identity documents with
444

Fig. 10. Example of Russian national passport with handwritten
fields. The main spread is composed of two pages (2 and 3),
each treated as a separate document template
Computer Optics, 2022, Vol. 46(3) DOI: 10.18287/2412-6179-CO-1024
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The identity document recognition system presented
in this paper assumes that in the input image there is only
one document of the same type: if the system finds multiple templates and each of them could be a page of the
same document type, then they are treated as different
pages of the same physical document. Moreover, since
the input of the system could be a sequence of images
(e.g. video frames), the system assumes that all templates
visible on all frames within a single recognition session
correspond to the same document.
System composition
The general composition of the ID document recognition framework is presented in Figure 11. Its components
could be subdivided into three categories: components,
which process input images or video frames with a goal
to find all visible document templates and determine their
coordinates (shown as green blocks in fig. 11); components, which process each individual document template
(shown as yellow blocks in fig. 11); and, finally, compo-
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nents, which collect template recognition results into logical representations of documents, perform postprocessing, and output the recognition result (shown as
blue blocks in fig. 11).
a) Persistent configuration
The system is designed to recognize identity documents
from a predetermined set of types. The persistent configuration of the system could be divided into three blocks: the
database of known document templates, with an index
which is used during the templates detection and location
(Block F5 in fig. 11); the database of recognition configuration for each template, which consists of the information
about the layout, constituent fields and their properties, and
other data required for extraction and recognition of template components (Block T10 in fig. 11); finally, the database of documents, which contains the information on how
the recognition results of individual templates are combined and post-processed to produce a final document
recognition result (Block D6 in fig. 11).

Fig. 11. Full scheme of the proposed framework

b) Templates detection and location
An input to the system is either a single image (photograph or a scan) or a series of images (video frames).
Acquisition of each input image is performed in Block F1
(“Capturing frame”) in the fig. 11. The first step of input

image processing within the proposed framework is the
detection and location of the document templates
(Block F2) given the index of known templates
(Block F5). Despite the fact that a large number of document location methods exist which rely on preliminary
text recognition [17, 71] since the focus of the system is
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the recognition of documents with fixed layouts, it was
designed having in mind the methods which perform
templates location by their overall visual representation.
The examples of such methods are the ones based on
Viola and Jones approach generalized as a decision tree
of strong classifiers [72], which could be applied for document page detection and location robust to moderate
perspective distortions, as well as the methods based on
document boundary detection [73], or deep learningbased method of segmenting the document from the
background [74]. A more universal method of this class
uses template identification and matching using feature
points detection with descriptors indexing and RANSAC
refinement [70, 75].
A formal problem statement of this stage can be divided into two separate tasks: identification of the document template (or a set of templates), and the location of
the document in an image (or in a video frame) I from a
set of all possible images . To formalize the former, we
can assume that the database of the known templates
(Block F5) defines a set  of template classes; each class
t   represents either a distinct document template or a
set of templates that are allowed to be visible simultaneously in a single image. Given a dataset
D = {(I1, t1), (I2, t2),, (In, tn)}   ×  the problem is to
find a mapping  :  ×  such as to maximize the classification accuracy:

100%
 Card ( I , t )  D | f  ( I )  t  max.
f
Card ( D )

(1)

The problem of document templates location is more
complicated to formalize, as it implies a specific model of
a geometric template representation. If the real-world location target were a planar rectangular document template, under the general model of possible geometric distortions in a scan or in a photo captured with a pinhole
camera, the representation of the template in an image
would be a quadrilateral or a set of quadrilaterals if multiple templates were visible in an image. Let us denote a
set of all possible template location results as  (the set
of all possible sets of quadrilaterals), with a metric funcGiven
a
dataset
tion
  :      0 .
D = {(I1, g1),, (In, gn)}   ×  the problem is to find a
mapping  :    such as to minimize the mean distance between the found templates location and the
ground truth:
1
   ( f  ( I ), g )  min.
f
Card ( D ) ( I , g )D

(2)

Metric function  can be defined in multiple ways,
depending on the specifics of the problem, the desired
result, or on the specifics of the algorithms used in the
later template processing. One of the most widely used
metrics for document location is the Jaccard distance,
defined as follows:
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d J ( A, B)  1 

Card ( A  B)
,
Card ( A  B)

(3)

where A and B are regions of an image defined by sets of
quadrilaterals gA, gB  , and the cardinal numbers of
their intersection or union represent the areas of the corresponding shapes.
Jaccard distance is used for identity document location in images, as well as other types of non-structured
documents and arbitrary objects [74, 76]. While it is
probably one of the most widely used metrics for document location, it has some flaws. Firstly, a small shift of
the found quadrilateral can be almost identical to incorrect detection of a single document corner, while these
types of errors very significantly differ with regards to
rectangular documents with fixed layout − after perspective restoration, the latter error would result in a much
higher skew of the document content, which could lead to
problematic fields analysis and recognition. Secondly, in
Jaccard distance terms there is no difference between a
shift of the document boundaries outwards and inwards, while the latter is worse for further document
analysis, as parts of the document content may be lost
in such a way. Thus, some algorithms of fixed-layout
documents location use different definitions of the
metric function, for example, the maximal discrepancy
of the corner position [77]:
dC ( g A , g B ) 

max ( pA , pB ) || p A  pB ||2
,
min ( pB1 , pB 2 ) || pB1  pB 2 ||2

(4)

where ( pA, pB) are pairs of the corresponding corners of
the quadrilaterals from the representations gA and gB and
( pB1, pB2) are pairs of the corners belonging to the same
quadrilateral within the representation of gB (which corresponds to the ground truth).
The output of the process F2 is a collection of found
document templates t   each with a specified label
(which allows to determine the configuration for its further processing) and geometric parameters g  , such as
the coordinates of its boundaries. If no known document
templates are found (Block F3), the image is rejected by
the system, which means that the process either ends with
a null result (if only a single image is available for processing), or the next frame is acquired for processing
(Block F4). From the point of view of the formal statement, the null result can be represented as a separate class
t0  , which corresponds to images that do not contain
any known document templates.
If the input of the system is a sequence of video
frames and each frame contains the templates of the same
physical document, the document location and identification process F2 may benefit from the knowledge of the
processing results on the previous frames. Thus, process F2 may have access to a non-persistent data storage,
which accumulates processing results from multiple
frames of a single document recognition session.
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c) Template processing
After all templates discernible in the input image are
located and identified, each of them is processed according to a predetermined workflow, the parameters of
which are stored in the template recognition configuration
(Block T10).
Since the template has been identified and its geometrical position in the image is determined, the position of
most objects of interest can be calculated, and the images
of most individual objects can be extracted with correction of angular rotation, projective distortions. Moreover,
if the physical size of the document page corresponding
to the processed template is known, the image of each individual object could be generated with a specified spatial
resolution (for example, with a fixed number of pixels per
inch), however, of course, the actual resolution in terms of
the amount of information stored in each pixel will depend
on the resolution of the initial image. Nevertheless, the exact knowledge (or, at least, a hypothesis) of the template
coordinates does not always mean that the exact coordinates of each object of interest are known – while the static
elements of the template are fixed in position (as per our
definition of a template, see section 2a), the individual objects such as text fields could have variable length, and
even variable position. For example, let us consider the
third (main) page of the Russian national passport (see
fig. 12). The first three fields from the top are Last name,
Given name, and Patronymic. In the template, there are
corresponding static labels and underlines which indicate
where these fields are supposed to be located. However,
the horizontal position of each field may vary from document to document. Moreover, due to printing defects,
these fields could be shifted along the vertical axes (even
in such a way as to intersect with the lines in the background), as well as have a slight angular skew.

Fig. 12. Field search zones on the photo page of Uruguay
passport, sample image from WikiMedia Commons

This leads to the necessity of introducing an intermediate entity that would represent the localized area of the
template which should be used to locate individual objects. We will refer to these areas as “zones” (represented
as blue rectangles in fig. 12). A zone is a region of a tem-
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plate, with predefined coordinates, which can be processed
by a single application of some predefined algorithm that
would segment it and extract individual objects, such as
text fields or other objects of interest. A zone on a template
could comprise a single object of interest (e.g. a single text
field), multiple fields or objects, and even correspond to
the full document template − depending on its complexity, specifics of the extracted objects, and specifics of the
algorithms employed to extract them.
Thus, the first step of template processing is the extraction of images of individual zones (Block T1), according to the information about zones and their positions
encoded in the template processing configuration
(Block T10). Each zone specified in the configuration defines a set of individual objects (such as text fields),
which could be extracted from it. With a video stream as
an input, the recognition or extraction results for individual objects are updated after each processed frame, and it
is important to automatically determine when this process
should be stopped for each object [78]. If the process of
object extraction is terminated, there is no need to extract
it on the next frame, as it would save processing time.
Similarly, if all individual objects corresponding to a particular zone already satisfied their stopping rules, the
zone itself can be skipped, thus saving the time otherwise
spent on its analysis. Thus, after the set of zones of a currently considered document template is determined and
the zones are extracted in process T1, the zones whose
fields have already stopped are filtered out (Block T2).
The next step is the zone image processing (Block
T3), which can include such operations as detection and
rectification of angular skew, detection of specific security elements, such as holograms, suppression of background texture, and more [19]. While such image processing could be done on a level of individual object
analysis, frequently the reliability of such image processing operations are improved if the whole zone context is available. A good example of that is the a whose
text fields have the same angular skew (due to a printing
defect) − while the angle could be determined at the level
of each field, it could be beneficial to analyze the zone as
a whole to obtain a more robust and consistent result. After the zone processing step, the zone is segmented into
individual objects (Block T4). The method of segmentation could vary from zone to zone, depending on its structure: some zones could have fixed local coordinates of
each individual object or field, specified in its configuration, and thus no additional search is required. Other
zones may require a search of precise field coordinates
with respect to a predefined pattern of fields [79], or even
an application of a free-form text detection [80]. For the
latter cases, similar quality metrics could be applied as
for the task of document template location, such as Jaccard distance and other Intersection-Over-Union-based
metrics [81] or, for independent analysis of text fields detection given their OCR results (see below), characterlevel metrics such as TedEval [82] or CLEval [83].
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As an output of the process T4, there is a set of named
individual objects (such as text fields, stamps, localized
optical variable devices, graphical document zones such
as signature or photo, etc.) with known coordinates in the
zone (as well as in a document template and in the source
image). Similarly to the zones filtering in the process T2,
some of the extracted fields may already have stopped in
the current video stream recognition session. Thus, the
objects which have already satisfied their corresponding
stopping rules, are filtered out (Block T5). Both processes
of zone image processing T3 and object segmentation T4
may have access to non-persistent storage of the recognition session, to use the information gained at the previous
processing stages in order to increase the robustness of
the zone analysis.
The next steps of the template processing process are
related to the analysis of individual objects. Firstly, the
images of individual objects are preprocessed (Block T6)
with a similar motivation as the zone image preprocessing (Block T3). This step could include rectification
of specific features of objects, such as a shear of the text
line [84]. Each individual object then undergoes the process of recognition (Block T7), if required by the nature
of this object. It is worth noting that when the field undergoes the recognition process its nature is known beforehand, and stored information about its language, specifics of the used font, or other visual representation
characteristics can be used to maximize the reliability and
efficiency of the recognition. While the task for the
recognition of such document objects as text fields might
seem straightforward, to formalize such a problem a clear
definition of what is considered the recognition result and
a quality metric for it should be defined. Given a rectified
image of a text field I   let us denote a recognition algorithm as a mapping  :   , where  represents the set
of all possible recognition results. The most common option is to use the set of strings of characters to represent
, however for some applications, and to enable further
recognition results processing the text recognition results
are also represented as sequences of character-level recognition results, each being a mapping from a predefined alphabet to a set of character membership estimations [85,
86]. Given a dataset of text field images with ground truth
D = {(I1, x1), (I2, x2),, (In, xn)}   ×  the task of text
fields recognition is to find a mapping  such as to minimize the mean distance between the text recognition results and the ground truth according to a predefined metric function  :      0 , similarly to the problem of
document templates location (2):
1
   ( f  ( I ), x)  min.
f
Card ( D ) ( I , x )D

(5)

A simplest metric  for text fields recognition quality
evaluation is an end-to-end string results comparison:
 E ( x1 , x2 )  [ x1  x2 ]
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(6)

with which the mean distance on the dataset D (5) corresponds to the rate of incorrectly recognized input fields.
A more character-level oriented metrics include Levenshtein distance (a minimal number of insertions, deletions, and substitutions required to convert the first string
to the second), per-character recognition rate [85], normalized Levenshtein distance [87], and others. Notably,
the Levenshtein and normalized Levenshtein distance can
be generalized to be used for the representation of recognition results  with character membership estimations
[86, 87].
If the video stream is used as an input for the system,
the recognition results are then combined together in an
integrated recognition result (Block T8) and a stopping
rule is applied to determine whether additional observations of the same object are necessary (Block T9). The integration process T8 and the stopping rules T9 necessarily use the non-persistent storage of the recognition session, as they are required to read and update the current
state of the video stream analysis.
The problem of field recognition results combination,
given a sequence of field images and their corresponding
recognition results obtained from different frames, can be
formalized as the problem of finding a mapping (or, rather, a family of mappings) c(k) : k  , where k stands
for the number of per-frame field results in the sequence.
Given a dataset of sequences of field images:
Dk  ( I11 ,.., I1k , x1 ),...,( I n1 ,.., I nk , xn )   k  

(7)

the task is to find a combination method c(k) such as to
minimize the mean distance between the combined result
and the ground truth:



 (c ( k ) ( f  ( I1 ),.., f  ( I k )), x)

( I1 ,.., I k , x )Dk

Card ( Dk )

 min
,
(k )
c

(8)

where  is the field recognition method and  is the
metric function on the set of field recognition results,
both corresponding to the text field recognition problem
(5) stated above. Even simple selection strategies, such
as selecting a single result with the maximum value of
input image quality or of a recognition result confidence
level [68] can be considered a combination method,
along with alignment procedures such as ROVER (Recognizer Output Voting Error Reduction) [88] and its extension for text recognition results with per-character alternatives [86].
To formalize a statement for the stopping problem
(Block T9), a notion of observation cost needs to be introduced. Let us denote as k (I1, I2,, Ik) the cost of acquiring k observations of a field (that is, acquiring images
I1, I2,, Ik, performing their pre-processing and recognition), in relation to the potential recognition error of the
combined result c(k) ((I1),,  (Ik)).The observation
cost in the simplest terms can be expressed simply as the
number of processed frames k, or, in a more general case,
Computer Optics, 2022, Vol. 46(3) DOI: 10.18287/2412-6179-CO-1024
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the time or computational resources required to acquire
the frames and perform their recognition. The total loss
after acquiring and processing of k images of the field can
then be expressed as follows:
Lk ( I1 ,.., I k , x) 
  (c ( k ) ( f  ( I 1 ),.., f  ( I k )), x)   k ( I1 ,.., I k ),

(9)

where x is the ground truth value of the recognized field.
The stopping rule defines a stopping time (or stopping
frame) K which can be considered as a random variable
whose distribution depends on the observations I1, I2,.
The stopping problem implies minimization of the expected loss at stopping time:
E ( LK ( I1 , I 2 ,..., I K , x) | Dk )  min ,
K

(10)

where E ()represents an expected value, Dk represents a
dataset of sequences of field images (7), and the sample
space of K is the set {1, 2,, k} of all possible stopping
points. The simplest stopping rule stops the process after
a fixed number of observations are processed; however,
there exist more effective approaches such as thresholding of the maximal cluster of identical results [89], or
modelling of the combined recognition result at the next
stage of the process [78].
Non-text objects such as personal signatures of photos
can also undergo the process of integration T8. For example, this process may perform a selection of a single
best image by analyzing the focus score [68, 90], consistency of illumination or the presence of highlights
[91]. Alternatively, the images extracted from individual
frames may be combined into a single image of a higher
quality using methods of video super-resolution [92, 93].
Optically variable devices such as holographic security
elements could be analyzed in this process to verify that
their variation between frames is consistent and corresponds to how a true object should behave. It is also
worth noting that it could be feasible to use the techniques such as video super-resolution to combine the images of text fields prior to their recognition, in which case
the process T7 could be skipped for such fields and the
actual recognition could be performed at the end of the
integration process T8.
d) Collecting the document recognition result
After all individual templates are processed (at the
end of the cycle with precondition D1) the next step is to
collect the found documents, which are composed of
these templates. The information on the known document
types, their constituent templates, and the sets of objects
expected at the output is stored in the document configuration (Block D6).
The final stage of document analysis is the postprocessing stage (Block D2). The text fields of identity
documents usually have a specific syntactic and semantic
structure thatis known in advance. Such structure typically comprises the following components:
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1) Syntax: rules regulating the structure of text fields
representation. For example, a “birth date” field of a
machine-readable zone of international passports
consists of six characters, each of which can take
one of only 11 possible values (decimal digits and a
filler character);
2) Field semantics: rules representing a semantic interpretation of the text field or its constituents. For example, a “birth date” field of a machine-readable
zone of international passports is written in a fixed
format “YYMMDD”, where “YY” are the last two
digits of the year, “MM” is the month 01 to 12,
“DD” is the day (in accordance with the month
number), and unknown components of the date are
replaced with pairs of filler characters “<<”;
3) Semantic relationships: rules representing the structural or semantic relationships between different
fields of the same document. For example, the value
of the “issue date” field cannot represent a moment
in time preceding the value of the “birth date” field
in valid documents.
Having the information about the syntax and semantics of a text field a language model can be built in form
of a mapping  :    0 from the set of all possible
recognition results to the set of real-valued language
membership estimations. From the point of view of data
structures, the language model  can be represented as a
dictionary, finite-state automaton, validation grammar
(based on a text field validity predicate), an N-gram model, and other methods [94, 95]. The problem statement for
language-dependent recognition results correction based
on a combination of hypotheses (encoded in the text field
recognition result  (I)) language model  and an error
model which defines possible modifications, is presented
in [96] using WFSTs (Weighted Finite-State Transducers). An alternative approach that is based on representing
 as a validation grammar with a custom predicate is described in [97, 98].
If the system’s input is a video stream, after the document post-processing stage D2 a final decision should
be made whether the full result could be considered terminal (Block D3). This decision is influenced by not only
the stopping rules for individual objects (which are
checked in Block T9) but also by the presence of required
document templates and required objects in the formed
document recognition result. If the result could be considered terminal, it is given as a system’s output
(Block D5) and the recognition process finishes. If the result is not considered terminal, the next frame is captured
(Block F1) and the process continues. The intermediate
non-terminal result can also be returned to the caller for
visualization and external control purposes (Block D4).
Universality for 2D, 3D, and 4D recognition
The document recognition process described in section 2b and represented in fig. 11 was designed having in
mind the variations of input data sources, corresponding
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to the notions of “2D”, “3D”, and “4D” recognition (see
section 1d, fig. 9). The possibly unknown input resolution
and arbitrary shifts and rotation of the document pages,
which characterize the “2D” recognition case are handled
in the first stages of the process, where the document
templates are preliminary located and identified in every
input image (Block F2 in fig. 11), and the local zones and
objects are analyzed after the document templates are located, thus such analysis is performed on rectified and
correctly scaled images.
Projective transformations, non-linear distortions, or
arbitrary background, which complicate the problem of
“3D” document recognition, could also be handled on the
template identification and location stage before any further processing takes place. The issues of defocus, blur,
highlights or inconsistent illumination, which characterize the “3D” document recognition case, are some of the
reasons why specific processes of zone image preprocessing (Block T3) and field image preprocessing (Block
T6) are stated as separate components − as the image
processing of these modules could either help to analyze
the complex cases or help to perform an early rejection of
the bad quality input. Even with blurry and inconsistently
illuminated images of the document fields, their recognition (Block T7) and forensic analysis benefit from the
prior knowledge of the target field nature, as the recognition with this document processing scheme is always performed after the document template is classified, and the
target field or zone identified.
In a “4D” document recognition case the capturing
conditions changing in time can be accounted for in individual processing stages by having access to nonpersistent storage of the recognition session and being
able to use the extraction results from the previous video
frames. The addition of the integration modules
(Block T8) allows to increase the expected recognition
accuracy of the document fields by using the information
from multiple frames, as well as perform analysis of optically variable devices, and the application of stopping
rules (Block T9) allows reducing the number of processed observations, as well as saving time by skipping
the objects which have already terminated (Blocks T2
and T5) during the analysis of the next frames.
Conclusion

The research of modern identity document recognition systems touches multiple subdisciplines of computer
science, including image processing and image analysis,
pattern recognition, computer vision, information security, computational photography and optics. Societal and
industrial challenges imposed to such systems require not
only the development of methods for solving particular
sub-tasks of ID documents analysis, such as text recognition and document detection but also the creation of new
approaches and methodologies for system composition
and operation. To answer these challenges, firstly a
common language needs to be established which would
450

facilitate research of the application of image analysis,
recognition, and forensics methods, to the tasks of identity documents processing.
In this paper, we presented an analysis of the characteristics of images that serve as input for ID document
recognition systems, and presented a framework for ID
document analysis, which is designed to be applicable for
different types of image capture, and be scalable both in
terms of the range of supported documents types and the
range of information which can be extracted from them.
The separation of specific components of the framework,
such as document location and identification steps, zones
extraction and processing, fields processing, etc., was intended in order to have access to as much information as
possible at the level of analysis of any single component
of an ID document. Such an approach allows to use more
specialized recognition methods (without restricting the
usage of more generalized ones) and to construct systems
with the capacity to perform deep forensic analysis of the
input image, document substrate, or its visual components. Preliminary document location and identification,
in our view, are especially crucial for performing meaningful document validity and authenticity checks, since
given real-world capturing conditions the sensitive security details of ID documents can be robustly and reliably
analyzed only after their precise location with respect to
the analyzed document.
The framework was designed with mostly fixedlayout identity document templates in mind, however,
there exist ID document types that can hardly be described as documents with a fixed layout, due to variations either of their subtypes or of the fields positions.
Nevertheless, the framework could be used to describe
and process such documents, with a possible specification
of the definition of a document template and with richer
template features, for example, by using static text guides
as part of the template description.
An important aspect of identity document recognition
systems, which is included in the presented framework, is
the analysis of video capture and processing of sequences
of video frames. When the target is an ID document, processing of video stream not only serves the purpose of
enhancing the reliability and improving the accuracy of
the recognition result, but also allows to perform specific
analysis of the scene in order to detect fraudulent identification attempts, as well as to detect and analyze highlights, reflection patterns, and optically variable devices,
such as holograms. For the application of ID document
analysis systems to the remote identification process, the
analysis of video stream becomes crucial even if the
recognition module itself does not accumulate the perframe information.
The aim of the presented framework is to unite various approaches to solving specific problems of identity
document analysis; serve as a basis for developing methodologies, approaches, and new algorithms for ID document processing and automated personal identification;
Computer Optics, 2022, Vol. 46(3) DOI: 10.18287/2412-6179-CO-1024
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and address the technical and industrial challenges imposed by the usage of identity document recognition
frameworks in real-world scenarios.
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